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III. The Emergence of the Novel, Evolutionary Psychology, and Literary Aesthetics

Tony Jackson

WHY THE NOVEL HAPPENED: A COGNITIVE EXPLANATION

Abstract. Cognitively oriented literary studies, if they are to appeal to a broad array of literary scholars, will need to link cognition and culture. This essay brings together cognitive-psychological studies of the metarepresentational mind and of religious belief in order to offer an explanation of the nature and historical emergence of novelistic realism. It shows how novelistic realism, unlike other kinds of story, directly exercises what psychologist Alan Leslie calls the “decoupling mechanism” of the metarepresentational mind. And it argues that this kind of story takes on its specific power in the history of storytelling because of specific cultural change.

I

In 1987, psychologist Alan Leslie published the essay “Pretense and Representation: The Origins of ‘Theory of Mind.’” Even after more than twenty years, this remains a benchmark essay, having been cited over seven hundred times in the PsychINFO database as of summer 2011. “Theory of mind” is the cognitive-psychological term for the human ability to attribute mental states—intentions, desires, emotions—to
others. Our social being depends on this ability, which humans demonstrate from infancy, though, of course, it develops as the child grows. This ability depends on a certain kind of thought process that Leslie calls “metarepresentation.” Leslie’s essay offers an explanation of how metarepresentational thinking underlies a child’s ability to understand other people, and so, to develop a theory of mind.

In psychological parlance, all conscious thoughts are representations. Primary representations, Leslie writes, “directly represent objects, states of affairs, and situations in the world” (pp. 416–17). Humans share this kind of representation with most other animals: a primary representation is our immediate awareness of the real world. But humans have a special ability to represent, not just aspects of the real world, but other representations as well. Said another way, we have the ability to think about what we are not immediately experiencing, and even to think about what has never been literally present to the perceiving mind. This latter case is what will most interest me here. A thought of something that we have not experienced is a representation, but cannot be a primary representation. Obviously, none of us have ever experienced someone else’s thoughts or feelings, so our knowledge of such thoughts or feelings consists of metarepresentations. Theory of mind depends on our metarepresentational capacity.

Part of Leslie’s goal in the essay is to explain how a metarepresentational capacity can possibly work, especially in the developing mind of a child. “The basic evolutionary and ecological point” of primary representation, he says, “must be to represent aspects of the world in an accurate, faithful, and literal way, in so far as this is possible for a given organism” (p. 414). In order to operate successfully in the world, any “perceiving, thinking organism ought, as far as possible, to get things right” (p. 412). But then the question arises about pretense and pretend play, which are not accurate, faithful, literal representations of the real world: “How is it possible for a child to think about a banana as if it were a telephone, a lump of plastic as if it were alive, or an empty dish as if it contained soap? If a representational system is developing, how can its semantic relations tolerate distortion in these more or less arbitrary ways? . . . Why does pretending not undermine [the child’s] representational system and bring it crashing down?” (p. 412).

For Leslie, the issue is not just that we can produce metarepresentations, but that we can do so without wrecking the mind’s primary cognitive function: accurate representation of the actual world in which we must survive. Leslie answers his question by arguing that a
“representational mechanism” must underlie the child’s ability to act as if the banana were a telephone while knowing that it is, in fact, a banana. This mechanism, also called a “decoupler,” ensures that metarepresentations are always systematically decoupled from primary representations (p. 417). In other words, even two-year-olds who pretend that the banana is a telephone consistently show awareness that the banana is always a banana. Leslie stresses the more or less mechanistic nature of all this (calling it a “processing subsystem” elsewhere), because the evidence from very young children shows that humans arrive in the world predisposed to successfully perform metarepresentational thinking. It does not have to be learned. It is a part of what it means to be a human animal.

Though Leslie was explaining certain mental operations in terms of kinds of representations, it is not surprising that his work has gone on to become one of the founding texts in both the cognitive-psychological and the evolutionary-psychological study of the imagination. To metarepresent is, in everyday language, to imagine. This notion of imagination is hardly different from the dictionary definition (i.e., the ability to think of things not actually present to the senses). But if we can show that imagination is, in a key sense, natural—that it is a built-in, constitutive element of our cognitive architecture—then we open further avenues of explanation that might not otherwise appear to us. We can, for instance, think differently about beliefs in which the separation between primary representations (i.e., of the material world of experience) and metarepresentations (i.e., of the imaginary) is not carried out in the usual ways.

This brings us to the cognitive study of religious belief; or, more generally, belief in the supernatural. Religious belief has been taken up as a subject of cognitive research for only about the past twenty-five years. As recently as 2000, one of its primary investigators, Justin Barrett, could write an introduction to “the new cognitive science of religion” that was then “only about ten years old.” Since the 1990s, psychologists and cognitive anthropologists such as Barrett himself, Stewart Guthrie, Dan Sperber, Jesse Bering, Joseph Bulbulia, Robert McCauley and Harvey Whitehouse, Pascal Boyer, Scott Atran, and others have established a significant body of cognitively based explanations for various elements of religious belief and ritual. Though a cognitive-scientific approach to religious belief can possibly remain agnostic as to whether, say, supernatural agents actually exist, such an approach will necessarily try to explain belief in the supernatural as a function of naturally occurring processes. No one can dispute that such beliefs are extremely common
and important in all places and times, as magic, superstition, and more formalized forms of religion.

For these and other reasons, a cognitive approach assumes that such belief is not a function of culture alone (though any specific instance of religious belief will necessarily have its specific cultural inflections). Rather, on some important level, religious kinds of thought and behavior must be a function of the evolved human mind/body. Cognitive investigations, then, operate according to what “may be called the ‘naturalness-of-religion thesis.”” 6

From early on, supernatural concepts have been explained in relation to another important set of established ideas, one having to do with our innate, intuitive knowledge of the world in which we have evolved. At this point, there are three categories or domains of intuitive knowledge that are widely accepted by cognitive psychology and anthropology: “intuitive biology, intuitive physics, and intuitive psychology.” 7 Because this research is still young, the proper labels for these domains are not quite settled. So we sometimes read of “folk” biology, physics or mechanics, and psychology (another term for theory of mind); or, in the study of child development, “naïve” biology, physics, and psychology. (I shall stick with “intuitive” here.) But the definitions are consistent. As Atran explains:

Recent developmental, cognitive and crosscultural experiments strongly indicate that all (non-brain-damaged) humans have distinct core faculties of mind, with privileged access to these distinct but overlapping domains of nature: folk mechanics (object boundaries and movements), folk biology (biological species configurations and relationships), and folk psychology (interactive agents and goal-directed behavior). 8

These core faculties are already clearly present in rudimentary form even in infants. Of course, such knowledge may not in every case be valid. For instance, our intuitive physics understands the sun as revolving around the Earth. But still, most of the time, our domain-specific intuitive knowledge serves us very well, giving us dependably valid information about the world and other people. If this were not the case, it is hard to see how we could have survived as a species.

But religious beliefs are very commonly counterintuitive, which here means not “strange, inexplicable, funny, exceptional or extraordinary” but rather in violation of our innate, intuitive understandings. 9 In fact, our three most established kinds of intuitive knowledge provide a
template for analysis of the nature of any specific supernatural concept. We can explain any given supernatural concept or entity by showing the specific ways in which it runs “counter” to our domain-specific, intuitive understandings. Boyer gives an example from an Andean people, the Aymara, who think of a local mountain as a living creature, with body, head, lungs, the ability to eat, bleed, and so on. An entire corpus of cultural thought and action is built around “this transfer of biological properties, associated with animals, plants, and persons, to what is otherwise identified as an inert natural object.”\(^{10}\) In general, human beings simply know, intuitively, that mountains do not fall within the realm of living things, so this is a case of counterintuitive biological belief. This Aymara example is simple and straightforward, but it is paradigmatic for other, more complicated counterintuitive beliefs, in which a given entity might violate, for instance, both intuitive biological and intuitive psychological understandings of the world.

Now, counterintuitive concepts are hardly limited to religious kinds of thinking. As I will discuss at more length below, they show up all the time in myth, fantasy, and science fiction. But, of course, the difference is that in the case of religion we have counterintuitive beliefs, not just counterintuitive concepts. To quote Atran:

> One significant distinction between fantasy and religion is knowledge of its source. People know or assume that public fictions (novels, movies, cartoons, etc.) were created by specific people who had particular intentions for doing so. Religious believers, however, assume that the utterances or texts connected with religious doctrines are authorless, timeless, and true.\(^{11}\)

We imagine counterintuitive concepts all the time, but, except for religious kinds of belief, our decoupling mechanism prevents us from (mis)taking such concepts as “veridical beliefs”: beliefs grounded in both established beliefs and material evidence based on accurate appraisal of the world in which we have evolved.\(^{12}\)

It might seem to a skeptic that once any counterintuitive concept is taken as a veridical belief, then anything goes—anything may be believed in any way, no matter how impossible. And the sheer variety of religions and superstitions around the world appears to support this idea. But counterintuitive concepts in general, and religious beliefs in particular, are not simply unconstrained flights of fantasy. They operate in predictable ways that are dependent on human memory and attention. Research has shown that any stories with “violations of intuitive
"expectations" are much more likely to be recalled than stories without such violations. This is now a commonly accepted explanation of why religious concepts are so readily taken up by so many people. Just because their content is, strictly speaking, impossible, counterintuitive concepts are more likely to grab our attention, and are easier to remember than other kinds of concepts.

At the same time, however, “massively counterintuitive” ideas won’t work. No matter how “superstitious” a person or culture might be, supernatural concepts that are overburdened with too many counterintuitive properties will be seen as nonsense. Counterintuitive concepts must be inconsistent with our intuitive understandings in order to be memorable; but the inconsistency must be minimal, because too much impossibility becomes harder to recall. Indeed, it turns out that concepts involving only one intuitive violation are the most memorable of all. And the impossible elements of a given belief are most commonly cast against a more or less everyday, intuitively dependable material-world background. In the example mentioned by Boyer, the Aymara “do not have a fantastic ontology in which mountains in general are live organisms. . . . The supernatural concept specifies that this mountain has some physiological features.” All other mountains are treated like mountains in the usual ways. In fact, the focal counterintuitive concept requires the everyday, taken-for-granted, intuitive background in order to take on its special meanings.

With these most basic elements of religious belief laid out, I now return to the broader issue of the metarepresentational mind. Clearly, any religious belief depends on metarepresentation. Our “metarepresentational capacity . . . is common to everyday cognition and communication and not particular to religion. Without it, though, representations of what gods are or do, and the entertaining of other religious quasi propositions, would not be possible.” But really, from the cognitive-and evolutionary-psychological perspectives, the distinctive quality about religious beliefs is that they are a case—in fact, the great case—of the metarepresentational mind systematically failing to decouple the imaginary from the real.

And yet, as mentioned above, this kind of belief must be a function of the way the metarepresentational mind operates. Religious beliefs have been universal in human culture for an extremely long time, and “probably appeared with the modern mind.” McCauley argues that, unlike the task of learning a scientific discipline, learning religion is
easy; it is akin to learning a natural language, because, like “natural language, religion exploits cognitive dispositions, which seem to arise early in human development.” Research suggests that children, from a very young age, understand the world as determined by a godlike teleology, and that adults, even scientists, often do the same, apart from any specific religious belief. Guthrie, in *Faces in the Clouds: A New Theory of Religion*, explains at length how we generate religious beliefs automatically as a function of our built-in tendency to anthropomorphize the world. Bering, a psychologist, writes that “a general belief in the continuity of mental states in dead agents seems not something that children acquire as a product of their social-religious upbringing. . . . Instead, a natural disposition toward afterlife beliefs is more likely the default cognitive stance and interacts with various learning channels” encountered in cultural existence.

There is much evidence, then, to show that religious (counterintuitive) beliefs are in general a function of the metarepresentational mind. Such beliefs must, in their unique way, be “natural.” We are describing a cognitive function, so in this case, “natural” does not mean rigidly constrained, as with a purely physiological function. Rather, it means (in Bering’s view) a disposition toward a certain kind of behavior or thinking that will take on its specific, manifest expression as a function of appearing in a specific cultural context (Bering’s “learning channels”). If this cognitive function is “natural” in this way, then we may have reasonable expectations of how it might fare in differing cultural situations. In other words, though cultural contexts will vary according to place and time, the underlying cognitive function will not. This is a founding concept for all cognitive-psychological, as well as all evolutionary-psychological, studies of the arts.

A quick parallel with evolutionary psychology may be helpful here. In *The Art Instinct*, Denis Dutton made this kind of evolutionary psychological case for the appeal of art in general. In order to give a Darwinian basis to the human interest in imaginative creation, Dutton combined an array of indisputably cross-cultural instances of music, visual art, and storytelling; a judicious understanding of evolutionary theory; and constant attention to what can legitimately be considered universal, as opposed to culturally specific. From this basis, he could then claim for narrative fiction (as an example) that, if “there was adaptive survival value in ancient, Stone Age storytelling, it ought to extend to our own time and explain somehow the pleasure we get from any fictions.”
The same is true for the kinds of cognitively based universals I am considering here. These universals give us an empirically established basis for understanding specific cultural artifacts, practices, and beliefs. For instance, if cultural changes make it difficult to maintain counterintuitive concepts as veridical beliefs, then we can expect in all likelihood to find the cognitive function still operating—but in other ways.

II

Being a student of narrative, I will consider the “other ways” as they occur in the realm of storytelling. This makes sense, first, because of the close ties between religion and storytelling. Many, many religious beliefs are ultimately anchored in story and myth: strictly speaking, there is no other anchor to be had for a counterintuitive concept. But, second, I turn to storytelling because of what I mentioned above in passing: fantasy, by which I mean fictions involving counterintuitive concepts, as opposed to counterintuitive beliefs. Defined this way, fantasy encompasses all those stories, new and old, that involve ghosts, dragons, metamorphoses, one-eyed monsters, talking mirrors or trees or animals or plants, witches, sorcerers, frog-princes, mutant humans, superheroes, enchanted forests, demonic cars, any kind of magic, et cetera, et cetera. A complete list would be very long indeed, and would have examples from all languages and times. The pervasive presence and extremely wide appeal of such stories can lead us to at least wonder if they may reasonably be considered a kind of “default” human story.

In any event, what matters here is that fantasy stories feature counterintuitive content that is experienced as fiction, which means our decoupling mechanism is working in the standard way: to ensure that we do not confuse the veridical with the imaginary impossible. Within the story-world of a fantasy, the counterintuitive content typically operates in the way that the content of religious beliefs operates in everyday human life: as uniquely special cases, yet also as part of the material world in which we operate. But readers (or audiences) do not take the stories as nonfiction.

And yet, having made this last point, I have overgeneralized. For, in fact, the distinction between religious belief and fantasy tends to be a modern, literate one. Primary oral cultures, which have been uninfluenced by literacy, do not separate myth, religion, history, and folklore from one another in the way that scientific, hyperliterate cultures do. Cultural changes associated with modernity have caused this distinction
to happen. As is well known, in the modern era both common “superstitious” belief and institutionalized religious belief have faced unprecedented, continual, strong opposition, both directly and indirectly, from scientific and related, hyperskeptical kinds of thinking. As Jean-Pierre Changeux has argued, such beliefs “have to a considerable extent been transformed or replaced in the course of recent history by . . . scientific ideas.”

So cultural changes have forced distinctions between fantasy, myth, history, and religion that we moderns now tend to take for granted. But why has the inexorable increase in the power of scientific and other rationalist ideas since the time of Francis Bacon not simply vanquished religious beliefs altogether? The explanation is that the default cognitive function discussed above continues to operate. This fact can help explain why no amount of scientific knowledge, political coercion, or socioeconomic affluence has been able to eliminate even the most conspicuously counterintuitive religious kinds of belief. Counterintuitive concepts still have a fundamental appeal, evident not only in the continuing success of religion, but also in the continuing, very widespread popularity of fantasy as a distinctive kind of story. If the metarepresentational mind finds its counterintuitive beliefs relegated by cultural change to the realm of nonsense or childish superstition, it can still preserve counterintuitive concepts in the form of the fantasy story.

Broadly considered, science fiction is the most conspicuous example of a modern preservation and transformation of fantasy. We could reasonably expect narratives called “science fiction” to be distinctly not fantasy, not based on magic or supernatural phenomena, but rather somehow based on science. However, what we very often (though by no means always) get are counterintuitive concepts that are made acceptable (i.e., not magical) because they are explained in terms of some version of scientific possibility.

The spectacular emergence of the superhero in the last half century is exemplary. For instance, Marvel Comics’ Fantastic Four features four characters who are exposed to cosmic rays and, as a result, develop superpowers. Exotic “rays,” because they are linked with scientific discoveries, take the place of various kinds of magical metamorphoses in myth and legend. As with religious concepts, the superpowers of the four involve distinctly limited impossibilities: one can stretch his body into extreme shapes, one can become invisible, one can generate flames, and one has superhuman strength and a body made of stone.

Apart from their enemies’ equally limited impossibilities, the Fantastic Four story-world is otherwise our everyday world. But, as is common
with science fiction, that world is staged one way or another in a future time. Situating science-fiction stories in the future makes counterintuitive impossibilities all the more acceptable. Staging stories somewhere away from Earth often enhances the same effect. I do not suggest that all science-fiction stories operate in these ways, only that many of the classic stories do. This generic placing of the story in the future and far away has its exact parallels in the most ancient forms of fantasy. Legends, folk tales, creation myths, and the like regularly make their counterintuitive content more acceptable by locating the story in the distant past and/or in a distant land. When director George Lucas begins the *Star Wars* science-fiction saga with “A long time ago in a galaxy far, far away,” he is making sure to capture both the most ancient and the most contemporary fascination with fantasy.

Thus, we can see that, with the emergence of scientific kinds of thinking—thinking that most seriously undermines any counterintuitive content—the metarepresentational mind still produces, and is fascinated by, counterintuitive concepts, though adjustments must be made in order to make those concepts as conformable as possible to current cultural contexts. As Lisa Zunshine puts it, counterintuitive stories appeal to us, now as in the past, because they “tease in particularly felicitous ways” specific kinds of cognitive functions.  

But, if counterintuitive concepts have such a fundamental appeal to the metarepresentational mind, what are we to think of the kind of storytelling that famously establishes its generic identity by, among other things, forthrightly rejecting counterintuitive concepts? Any student of literature will immediately know that I am referring to the novel. It is the novel as a genre that most concerns me here. Though the novel may reject counterintuitive concepts, its nature may still be explained through the cognitive concepts laid out above. To demonstrate this, I will first offer a general, cognitively oriented explanation for the appeal of the novel, and then turn to some specific examples.

The emergence of the novel in the seventeenth and eighteen centuries marks a significant event in the history of storytelling, in part because the novel, as a genre, has a distinctive commitment to what we now call realistic storytelling—no counterintuitive agents or events allowed. Of course, there are examples of long prose fiction before the seventeenth century; and, of course, there are examples of realistic stories before the seventeenth century. But then, it is rare to discover a historically new entity that simply has no precedents. The extraordinary success of the novel as a genre distinguishes it from the cases of long prose fiction or
realistic stories that preceded it. Furthermore, there are examples of long prose fiction after the seventeenth century that include all manner of counterintuitive content. This is to be expected. In much the same way that “no development in science will ever seriously threaten the persistence of religion,” no development in storytelling will ever seriously threaten the persistence of stories with counterintuitive content.

Despite this, if we are to mark off the novel as a significant entry in the history of storytelling, we do so in large part because of its historically distinctive attempt “to make literature appear to be describing directly . . . reality itself,” to “convey the impression of an empirically shareable experience.” Said another way, even though all stories that operate as fiction are a kind of pretend play, novelistic realism stands out historically because it wants to be “maximally reproductive of [the] world it is modeling for play purposes.” Though that empirical world may include people who have counterintuitive beliefs, it cannot include counterintuitive impossibilities themselves.

Novelistic realism has a paradoxical appeal. We know that we are reading a consciously created fiction, and yet the story strikes us much in the way of a veridical report of the everyday life of everyday people. On a most fundamental level, our enjoyment stems from the experience of a fiction coming as close as possible to nonfiction. To return to our cognitive terms: this kind of story is a consciously created metarepresentation that strives to convey the uncreated experience of primary representation, and our enjoyment arises from just this fact.

Said another way: a defining characteristic of the novel as a historically important kind of story is that it makes the cognitive distinction (as opposed to a metaphysical, epistemological, or ontological distinction) between imagined fiction and a report of the real a featured element of the reader’s experience. Novelistic realism, then, is fiction directed toward our “decoupler,” the mechanism by which we ordinarily distinguish metarepresentation from primary representation. This becomes clear if we consider in broad terms how novelistic realism differs generically from fantasy. Since it is impossible to have an actual counterintuitive experience, no fantasy story can have the feel of a primary representation in the way that novelistic realism strives for. With counterintuitive concepts as they occur in fantasy and counterintuitive beliefs as they occur with regard to religion, the decoupling mechanism is either working (fantasy) or not working (religion), but is not itself at issue. Neither fantasy nor religious belief wants to foreground, so to speak, the mechanism that enables their successful operation. In contrast, as
a kind of story, novelistic realism directly exercises, we might say, our decoupling mechanism.

This claim is also supported by a consideration of literary or creative nonfiction, which operates as an intimately related mirror opposite of novelistic realism. The content of literary nonfiction appeals because it is based on specific, uncreated primary representations and yet strives to read as much like created fiction as possible. The story must involve documentable content taken from the real world as opposed to being simply invented, and commonly involves extensive research in order to secure the referential fidelity to the real world. At the same time, it must have a literary style such that it distinctly does not read as objective, journalistic reportage. If just the nonfictional content were the main appeal, then a biography or a history or a documentary report would satisfy.

But that is not the case. Literary nonfiction strives to read like a novel, complete with the kinds of descriptive detail, conversation, reported thoughts, and dramatic excitement that are seldom possible with a documentary fidelity to the facts. And yet, if only the “literary” or “creative” element were what a reader was looking for, then a novel would satisfy. As with novelistic realism, literary nonfiction makes the cognitive distinction between imagined fiction and documentary report, between metarepresentation and primary representation—a featured element of the reader’s experience.

The intimate relationship between novelistic realism and literary nonfiction has been present since the novel’s beginnings. For instance, in the prologue to The Adventures of Don Quixote, Cervantes speaks of his book as his own imaginary creation, “the child of my brain.” Nonetheless, in the book itself he consistently presents himself as merely the “second author” of an already written documentary history of “our most famous Spaniard.” In the middle of the adventure of the windmills, the story suddenly stops—because, we are told, the original “author of this history left the battle in suspense at this critical point, with the excuse that he could find no more records of Don Quixote’s exploits than those related here.” Luckily, the rest of the written record, authored by one Cid Hamete Benengeli, turns up in Quixote’s village, so the story can continue. Throughout the novel, Cervantes is ironic about the actuality of the “second author” and, indeed, about the writing of this kind of “history.” But still, he plainly felt the need to present the tale as literary nonfiction. (I will examine this paradigmatic text in more detail below.)
Other examples show this same authorial concern. Daniel Defoe, on the title page of *Robinson Crusoe*, lies outright and tells us this is “The life” of its author as “Written by himself.” Then, in the preface, the “Editor” claims in a defensive tone that the tale is “a just History of Fact; neither is there any Appearance of Fiction in it.” But it turns out that this “history of fact” is only interesting because it involves “Strange Surprizing Adventures.” Defoe sensed, correctly, that the strange, surprising adventures, if presented only as fiction, would not grab an audience as would a factual life that reads like an adventure story. Aphra Behn, in the dedication of *Oroonoko*, claimed that it was “a true story” with nothing “Romantick” in it, though she also warned (and so, enticed) her reader that tales from the tropical “other world” would naturally involve “unconceivable wonders” and seem “New and Strange” to Europeans. The writer of the epistolary novel *Letters of a Portuguese Nun*, published anonymously in 1669, went to the extreme of never revealing that the nun’s passionate love letters were fictions. And, more generally, the epistolary novel, which was so essential in the emergence of the novel as a genre, typically presented itself as nonfiction. Samuel Richardson, for instance, claimed to be merely the editor of the batch of “real” correspondence collected in *Pamela*, and continued to make such claims even when the public at large knew he was the sole author.

So in order to gain entrance into the house of storytelling, the novel had to first establish its generic place by pretending to be literary non-fiction. We may explain the historical emergence of novelistic realism in much the same way we have explained the continued existence of fantasy in modern times, though the case of the novel is more complex. As Blakey Vermeule has explained in cognitive terms, “Cultural forms adapt to fulfill deep psychological imperatives.” The novel as a genre is such an adaptation. Novelistic realism makes its mark in the history of storytelling along with “the development of the belief that the new scientific methodologies were the only reliable measure of an external reality.” Counterintuitive concepts in general begin to be downgraded by scientific rationalism (and other, related forces) to the level of childish wish fulfillment, mindless superstition, or naïve idealism. If cultural changes cause counterintuitive concepts to be ever more difficult to sustain, then we may expect the cognitive system that has underwritten those concepts to continue to operate, but that other cultural forms will become its input.

We can draw a very rough comparison here with bodily exercise. We must assume that the human body evolved as a function of the kinds
of physical activities necessary to ensure our survival. Such activities would have occurred simply as a function of living everyday life. Thus, hunter-gatherer and agricultural societies have no need for what we call “exercise” because living everyday life is exercise. But once cultural changes remove the need for such everyday activities, we come up with “exercise.” As religious belief and its pretend form in fantasy become less and less efficacious as a result of cultural change, novelistic realism (and literary nonfiction) emerges as a kind of direct exercise of our decoupling mechanism. If we cannot have the belief itself, we can still exercise the mechanism that enables that belief. The difference, of course, is that in this case we are dealing with unconscious rather than conscious productions of alternative kinds of stimulation.

III

It makes sense, then, that one of the defining markers in the history of storytelling—*Don Quixote*—would take Quixote’s peculiar madness as its subject. In cognitive terms, novelistic realism is always, in a sense, “about” the demotion of counterintuitive content from its ancient, unquestioned preeminence in the house of story. *Quixote* inaugurates novelistic realism by directly performing this demotion. With our cognitive understanding in mind, let us look a bit more closely at this great novel.

Commonly considered one of the first novels, Cervantes’s fine tale is widely known and extraordinarily influential in the history of literature in general and the history of the novel in particular. A Spanish aristocrat loses his mind by obsessively reading chivalric romances: the fantastic medieval tales of knights, damsels, demons, sorcerers, and magical transformations. He comes to (mis)believe that he himself is a knight, and that the everyday world is the scene of all manner of fantastic occurrences. Taken as a whole, the novel has often been read as a parody of—and, in the end, even a polemical rejection of—the romance tales. In this way, Cervantes began to establish the novel as a realistic genre by lampooning stories with counterintuitive content. Though the tale may not seem realistic in our post-nineteenth-century sense, it remains the case that “no one before [Cervantes] had infused the element of genuine everyday reality” into this kind of adventure tale. Even scholars who do not want to count *Quixote* as a distinct case of novelistic realism nonetheless admit that it “reveals the dawn of realism on the horizon.” Also, the story must be fundamentally realistic simply
in order to portray Quixote’s madness as it does. And this portrayal of madness is rich in meaning.

I have mentioned that religious beliefs and fantastic stories have specific, limited counterintuitive elements cast against a more or less everyday background. As is common with religion and fantasy, Quixote features just one major element that has to do with the counterintuitive: its main character systematically fails to make the usual distinction between primary representations and metarepresentations. He regularly experiences perceptual actualities as counterintuitive impossibilities. But the impossibilities are clearly limited in kind; all are dependent on the traditions of chivalric romance. They are, however, limited in other ways as well. Quixote does not see the world as entirely a chivalric romance (as the Aymara do not see all mountains as living things); only certain primary representations are mistaken as metarepresentations. Otherwise, he moves and acts in the world as does everyone else. And the world around him operates in the usual ways: no counterintuitive events occur in the novel.

For instance, Quixote (mis)believes that an inn is a castle and the innkeeper is its lord. He transforms the peasant girl, Aldonza Lorenzo, into the fantastic Dulcinea, an impossibly perfect royal beauty. He sees a barber’s brass basin as the legendary, magical Mambrino’s helmet. The list is substantial. But perhaps the single most famous example occurs when Quixote (mis)believes that windmills are giants, and attacks them forthwith. This image has long been the defining action of the larger cultural icon that the figure of Don Quixote has become. For, even though the book may be the “most widely read literary masterpiece in world literature,” its fame is not limited to its readers.38 People who have never read the novel will very often know of the crazy old man who roams the countryside tilting at windmills. Adaptations of the story make sure to include it; most famously, in the 1965 Broadway musical Man of La Mancha (made into a feature film in 1972).

Scholars puzzle over why this image should be so widely known.39 But one clear reason is that, by attributing biological properties to a non-biological entity, it operates cognitively just in the way of other limited, counterintuitive concepts. The nature of such concepts is that they are especially attention grabbing and easily remembered, even when they occur in a parody. But in this case most memorably of all, we have, not a counterintuitive concept or belief, but a man who fully believes in the material existence of his counterintuitive concepts.
With our cognitive perspective in mind, then, we can see that this originary example of novelistic realism focuses directly on a character whose decoupling mechanism systematically fails to separate counterintuitive metarepresentations from primary representations, which is part of what makes Quixote so interesting and memorable. Consciously created fantasy stories (the medieval romances) operate for Quixote in the same way that religious stories typically operate for true believers. This parallel is reinforced by the way he remains committed to his (mis)beliefs. Because of the way that the mind holds religious beliefs, they cannot be disconfirmed; in fact, commonly, the more the world seems to disconfirm them, the stronger the true believer’s beliefs grow.40 In the end, Quixote does give up his counterintuitive beliefs, but along the way they are regularly strengthened by disproving evidence and opinion—even though he is otherwise a quite rational person.

But, of course, nowhere in the novel is any connection drawn between Quixote’s madness and religious belief. Cultural context may have enabled the production and enjoyment of the image of a man who fails to decouple metarepresentation from the real, but that same context disallows extending that image to religious belief itself. (This is not to suggest that religious belief is somehow a form of madness: it is not, as the cognitive psychology of religious belief plainly shows.) Such extensions could only come much later in history.

All examples of novelistic realism will directly exercise the mechanism by which we distinguish metarepresentation from primary representation, while only some will be about characters whose ability to decouple imaginary from real fails as it does for Quixote. As has long been noticed, just such characters have regularly marked changes in the history of novelistic realism. The Female Quixote (1752), Waverley (1814), Northanger Abbey (1818), and Madame Bovary (1856), among others, are novels about a main character who fails to decouple his or her reading of fiction from the material actualities of lived life. Along with this, we may read the history of novelistic realism as a history of innovations that work to cause the story to be taken as qualitatively more like a report of everyday lived experience. Each new marker in the history of the novel signals an advance “in fictional technique by freeing itself from the conception of the real [that is] currently dominant” and moving on toward “real” realism.41 We will evidently need to constantly develop new means of exercising this mental mechanism. Given all this, and with Don Quixote as our paradigm, it seems at least likely that my claims about
the metarepresentational mind and its stories lay out the possibility of a cognitively oriented reading of the history of the novel as a genre.
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